Introduction
Bandit Problems: Setting K random arms having distribution (X k ) 2≤k≤K whose information (parameters) is unknown to the player At each round t = 1, . . . , n, the player selects an arm I t ∈ 1, . . . , K and obtains a reward R I t ,t ∼ X I t assumed to be as iid The goal: is to maximize E[ n t=1 R I t ,t ] An equivalent measure called expected total regret If for each arm, the distribution of the rewards obtained is from [0, 1] and rewards R i,t are drawn independently, then expected regret in time n is given by
Where µ * := max i µ i initialize success and failure parameters to 1 2: for t=1 to n do for each time epoch 3: for i= 1 to K do for each Bernoulli arm 4: Draw θ i (t) according to Beta(S i + 1, F i + 1) Selecting a suitable arm at each decision epoch that maximizes the revenue in MAB is equivalent to the selection of branching variables in B&B UCB strategy by Auer et al. (2002) consists of selecting at each time step t an arm say i ∈ C that maximizes
Here s i is the average score from arm i, w i is the number of times arm i was chosen and p i is the overall number of plays by i so far
Proposed Algorithm
Arm(i) selection at t, using tuned-TS C : set of arms 
